We present results extending the foundational work of [Cho+15] on the complexity of the loss surfaces of multi-layer neural networks. We remove the strict reliance on specifically ReLU activation functions and obtain broadly the same results for general activation functions. This is achieved with piece-wise linear approximations to general activation functions, Kac-Rice calculations akin to those of [AAČ13] and asymptotic analysis made possible by supersymmetric methods. Our results strengthen the case for the conclusions of [Cho+15] and the calculations contain various novel details required to deal with certain perturbations to the classical spin-glass calculations.
Introduction
Neural networks continue to have substantial success when applied to an increasingly long list of machine learning problems: computer vision, speech processing, natural language processing, reinforcement learning, media generation etc. We refer the reader to the excellent website [cod20] where they will find links to published literature detailing the success of neural networks in all fields of machine learning. Despite this success, and the rapid pace of progress in the development and application of neural network models, the theoretical study and understanding of them is still rather underdeveloped. One strand of theoretical work focuses on studying properties of the loss surfaces of large neural networks and the behaviour of gradient descent algorithms on those surfaces. In particular, [Cho+15] presented the multi-spin glass in high dimensions as a model for multi-layer perceptron neural network loss surfaces, derived the model from some foundational modeling assumptions and then applied spin glass results [AAČ13] to obtain precise asymptotic results about the complexity 1 of the loss surfaces. More recent work has dispensed with deriving explicit links between neural networks and spin glasses, instead taking spin-glass like objects as a tractable playground for gradient descent in complex high-dimensional environments. In particular, [Bai+19] compare empirically the dynamics of state-of-the-art deep neural networks and glassy systems, while [Man+19; Ros+19] augment the basic spin glass model with extra terms to represent other features of machine learning problems (some 'true signal' to be recovered) and perform explicit complexity calculations similar to [AAČ13] as well as gradient descent dynamical calculations. [MAB19] continue in this vein by dispensing with the spin-glass altogether in favour of explicitly retaining the activation function non-linearity and performing complexity calculations à la [AAČ13] for a single neuron. Crudely, the implication of this work is that the unreasonable efficacy of gradient descent on the high-dimensional and strongly non-convex loss surfaces of neural network models can in part be explained by favourable properties of their geometry that emerge in high dimensions.
In this work, we continue in the above-described line of research. We return to the modeling assumptions and methodology of [Cho+15] and extend their results to a wider class of neural network models. In particular, while the rectified-linear activation function is commonplace in applications, it is by no means the only activation in use, nor uniformly the best (see e.g. leaky ReLU in state-of-the-art image generation [KLA19] and GELU in state-of-the-art language models [Dev+18] ). If the results of [Cho+15] , and more generally the use of spin-glass like objects to model neural networks, are to be trusted, they should generalise to any sensible activation function. We therefore present a derivation following [Cho+15] of a spin-glass like object to model multi-layer perceptron neural networks with any sensible activation function. We then extend the results of [AAČ13] to this new high-dimensional random function. We show therefore that, while the precise spin-glass arrived at in [Cho+15] is sensitively dependent on their exact modeling assumptions and set-up, the asymptotic complexity results that follow from [AAČ13] are more robust.
Multi-layer perceptron neural networks
Let f : R → R be a suitably well-behaved (e.g. differentiable almost everywhere and with bounded gradient) non-linear activation function which is taken to applied entry-wise to vectors and matrices. We study multi-layer perceptron neural networks of the form
where the input data vectors x lie in R d and the weight matrices {W ( ) } H =1 have any shapes compatible with x ∈ R d and y(x) ∈ R c . Note that, as in [Cho+15] , we do not consider biases in the network.
Outline of results and methods
Following [Cho+15] , we view y as a random function over a high-dimensional weight-space and explore its critical points, i.e. vanishing points of its gradient. The randomness will come from taking the input data to be random. We define the following key quantities 2 :
C k,H (u) =expected number of critical points of y of index k taking values at most u, (1.2) C H (u) =expected number of critical points of y taking values at most u.
(1.3)
In Section 2 we make precise our heuristic definitions in (1.2)-(1.3). Following [AAČ13] we obtain precise expressions for C k,H and C H as expectations under the Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble (GOE) and use them to study the asymptotics in the large-network limit. Our results reveal almost the same 'banded structure' of critical points as first found in [Cho+15] . In particular we establish the existence of the same critical values E 0 > E 1 > ... > E ∞ such that, with overwhelming probability, critical points taking (scaled) values in ((−E k , −E k+1 ) have index at-most k + 2, and that there are exponentially many such critical points. We further obtain the exact leading order terms in the expansion of C H (u), this being the only point at which the generalised form of the activation function f affects the results. In passing, we also show that the network can be generalised to having any number of output neurons without much affecting the calculations of [Cho+15] who only consider single-output networks.
In Section 2 we extend the derivation of [Cho+15] to general activation functions by leveraging piece-wise linear approximations, and we extend to multiple outputs and new loss functions with a simple extension of the corresponding arguments in [Cho+15] . In Section 4 we obtain expressions for the complexities C k,H , C H using a Kac-Rice formula as in [AAČ13] but are forced to deal with a perturbed GOE matrix, preventing the replication of the remaining calculations in that work. Instead, in Section 5 we use the supersymmetric method following closely the work of [Noc16; FN15] and thereby reach the asymptotic results of [AAČ13] by entirely different means.
Neural networks as random functions
In this section we show that, under certain assumptions, optimising the loss function of a neural network is approximately equivalent to minimising the value of a random function on a high dimensional hypersphere, closely related to the spin-glass. Our approach is much the same as [Cho+15] but is extended to a general class of activation functions and also to networks with multiple output neurons.
Modelling assumptions
We make the following assumptions, all of which are required for the specific analytic framework of this paper, and are taken either exactly from, or by close analogy with [Cho+15] . We defer a discussion of their plausibility and necessity to Section 2.4.
the mean properties of the induced ensemble of neural networks. Resorting to studying mean properties of complicated stochastic systems is standard means of simplifying the analysis. We do not develop this remark further, but claim that the following calculations are not much affected by switching to this interpretation.
Linearising loss functions
In [Cho+15] the authors consider networks with a single output neuron with either L 1 or hinge loss and show that both losses are, in effect, just linear in the network output and with positive coefficient, so that minimising the loss can be replaced with minimising the network output. Our ensuing analysis can just as well be applied to precisely these situations, but here we present arguments to extend the applicability to multiple output neurons for L 1 regression loss and the widely-used cross-entropy loss [JC17] for classification.
L 1 loss. The L 1 loss is given by
where X is a single random data vector and Y a single target output. Following [Cho+15] , we assume that the absolute values in (2.1) can be modelled as Bernoulli random variables, M i say, taking values in {−1, 1}. We do not expect X, Y and the M i to be independent, however it may be reasonable to assume that X and the M i are conditionally independent conditioned on Y. We then have
where the M i are Bernoulli random variables with P(M i = 1) = π i . Observe that the second term in (2.2) is independent of the parameters of the network.
Cross-entropy loss. The cross-entropy loss is given by
where SM is the soft-max function:
and exp(·) is understood to be applied entry-wise. Note that we are applying the standard procedure of mapping network outputs onto the simplex ∆ c−1 to allow us to calculate a mutual entropy. Restricting to c-class classification problems and using one-hot label vectors [Inc20] , we obtain We note that classification networks typically produce very 'spiked' soft-max outputs [Guo+17] , therefore we make the approximation We now model the max operation in (2.7) with a categorical variable, M say, over the indices i = 1, . . . , c and take expectations (again assuming conditional independence of X and M ) to obtain
Now Y is a one-hot vector and so (2.8) in fact reduces to
for some i.
Remark 2.2. The arguments in this section are not intended to be anything more than heuristic, so as to justify our study of a T y for some constant a instead of the actual loss function of a neural network. The modelling assumptions required are no stronger than those used in [Cho+15] .
Network outputs as spin-glass-like objects
We assume that the activation function, f , can be well approximated by a piece-wise linear function with finitely many linear pieces. To be precise, given any > 0 there exists some positive integer L and real numbers
are constrained by L − 1 equations to enforce continuity, viz.
is an (L, )-
Given the above definition, we can establish the following.
be a (L, )-approximation to f . Assume that all the W (i) are bounded in Frobenius norm 4 . Then there exists some constant K > 0, independent of all W (i) , such that
Proof. Suppose that (2.12) holds with H − 1 in place of H. Becausef is piece-wise linear and continuous then we clearly have
which can be seen by writinĝ
14) for all intermediate points a j , . . . , a i ∈ (y, x). Using (2.13) and our induction assumption we obtain
Recall assumption 6, which is translated here to imply bounded Frobenius norm.
for some K , where on the last line we have used the assumption that the network weights are bounded to bound W (H) F . The result for H = 1 follows immediately from (2.13).
Remark 2.5. One could be more explicit in the construction of the piece-wise linear approximationf from f given the error tolerance by following e.g. [Ber+15] . We do not develop this further here as we do not believe it to be important to the practical implications of our results.
In much the same vein as [Cho+15] (c.f. Lemma 8.1 therein), we now use the following general result for classifiers to further justify our study of approximations to a neural network in the rest of the paper. Theorem 2.6. Let Z 1 and Z 2 be the outputs of two arbitrary c-class classifiers on a dataset X . That is, Z 1 (x), Z 2 (x) take values in {1, 2, . . . , c} for x ∈ X . If Z 1 and Z 2 differ on no more than |X | points in X , then
where, recall, the correlation of two random variables is given by
Proof. Let X i ⊂ X be the set of data points for which Z 1 = i for i = 1, 2, . . . , c. Let X i,j ⊂ X i be those points for which Z 1 = i but Z 2 = j where j = i. Define the following:
We then have
) and so we quickly obtain from (2.18)-(2.20)
(2.23)
Finally, combining (2.21) -(2.23) we obtain
(2.24)
The final intermediate result we require gives an explicit expression for the output of a neural network with a piece-wise linear activation function.
Lemma 2.7. Consider the following neural network
is a piece-wise linear function with L pieces. Then there exist A i,j taking values in
and A ( ) i,j taking values in
where Γ i is an indexing of all paths through the network to the i-th output neuron, Γ ( ) i is an indexing of all the paths through the network from the -th layer to the i-th output neuron, w (l) j,k is the weight applied to the j-th input on the k-th path in the l-th layer, and x j,k = x j .
Proof. Firstly, for some j = 1, . . . , Lf
and so there exist j 1 , j 2 , . . . ∈ {1, . . . , L} such that
Continuing in the vein of (2.30), there exist k 1 , k 2 , . . . ∈ {1, . . . , L} such that
ir β jr + β ki (2.31) from which we can see that the result follows by re-indexing and induction.
We now return to the neural network y(·). Fix some small > 0, letf ·;
be a (L, )-approximation to f and letŷ be the same network as y but with f replaced byf . By Lemma 2.4, we have
for all x ∈ R d , and so we can adjust the weights ofŷ to obtain a network with accuracy within O( ) of y. We then apply Lemma 2.7 toŷ and assume 6 that the A i,j and A ( ) i,j can be modelled as i.i.d. discrete random variables with
and then
Our reasoning is now identical to that in Section 3.3 of [Cho+15] . We use the assumptions of sparsity and uniformity (Section 2.1, assumptions 2, 3) and some further re-indexing to replace (2.34) by
where Λ is the number of unique weights of the network and, in particular, the sparsity and uniformity assumptions are chosen to give
(2.32) and (2.36) now give E X ỹ(X) − y(X) 2 (2.37) and in the case of classifiers, (2.37) ensures that the conditions for Theorem 2.6 are met, so establishing that
(2.38)
As in [Cho+15] , we use these heuristics to justify studyingỹ hereafter in place of y.
Recalling the results of Section 2.2, in particular (2.2) and (2.9) we conclude that to study the loss surface ofỹ under some loss function it is sufficient to study quantities of the form c i=1 η iỹi and, in particular, we study the critical points. The X are centred Gaussian random variables and so any finite weighted sum of some X is a centred Gaussian variable with some variance. We can re-scale variances and absorb constants into the ρ and thereby replace i η iỹi (X) withỹ i (X).
Note that we assumed an L 2 constraint on the network weights (Section 2.1, point 6) and that now carries forward as
for some constant C. For ease of notation in the rest of the paper, we define
where ρ := ρ /ρ. Finally, recall that we assumed the data entries X i are i.i.d standard Gaussians. To allow further analytic progress to be made, we follow [Cho+15] and now extend this assumption to X i1,...,i H i.i.d
∼ N (0, 1). The random function g is now our central object of study and, without loss of generality, we take C = 1 in (2.39) so that g is a random function on the H − 1-sphere of radius
Observe that the first term in (2.40) is precisely the form of an H-spin glass as found in [Cho+15] and the second term is deterministic and contains (rather obliquely) all the dependence on the activation function. Having demonstrated the link between our results and those in [Cho+15] , we now set Λ = N for convenience and to make plain the similarities between what follows and [AAČ13] . We also drop the primes on ρ .
Validity of the modelling assumptions.
The authors of [Cho+15] discuss the modelling assumptions in [CLA15] . We add to their comments that the hyper-sphere assumption 6 seems easily justifiable as merely L2 weight regularisation.
Assumption 5 from Section 2.1 is perhaps the least palatable. It is not clear how to directly test the assumption experimentally, but we can certainly perform some experiments to probe its plausibility. Let N be the set of all nodes (neurons) in a neural network, and let D be a dataset of inputs for this network. Suppose that the activation function is piece-wise linear in L pieces denote by I 1 , . . . , I L the disjoint intervals on which the activation function is linear and which partition R. Let ι(x, n) be defined so that the pre-activation to neuron n ∈ N when evaluating at x ∈ D lies in I ι(x,n) . We consider two scenarios, data averaging and neuron averaging. Under data averaging, we fix a neuron and observe the pre-activations observed over all D, i.e. define for j = 1, . . . , L the counts
and thence the L − 1 independent ratios
Similarly, in neuron averaging we definē
We thus have the sets of observed real quantities In particular:
1. We generate 10000 i.i.d. Gaussian data vectors of length 784 (to match the size of MNIST digits). 2. We fix a MLP architecture of 5 layers and a CNN architecture with 3 convolutional layers and 2 fully-connected. The exact architecture details are given in the Appendix. 3. We train all networks to test accuracy of at least 97% and use dropout with rate 0.1 during training. 4. We test ReLU (2 pieces), HardTanh (3 pieces) and a custom 5 piece function. Full details are given in Appendix C.
To examine the R j andR j , we produce histograms of R 2 for L = 2 (i.e. ReLU), joint density plots of (R 2 , R 3 ) for L = 3 (i.e. HardTanh) and pair-plots of (R 2 , R 3 , R 4 , R 5 ) for L = 5. We are presently only interested in the size of the variance shown, but these full distribution plots are included in-case any further interesting observations can be made in the future. Figures 1-4 show the results for ReLU activations and Figures 5-8 show the results for HardTanh. The qualitative trends are much the same for all three activation functions, but the plots for the 5-piece function are very large and so are relegated to the supplementary material 7 . We make the following observations:
1. The variance ofR 2 is 'small' in all cases for ReLU networks except when evaluating MNIST-trained MLP networks on i.i.d. random normal data. This is the least relevant case practically. 2. For R 2 , the results are much less convincing, though we do note that, with random weights and i.i.d. data, the MLP network does have quite a strongly peaked distribution. In other cases the variance is undeniably large. 3. The variance ofR 2,3 is 'small' in all cases for HardTanh except when evaluating LeNet architectures on MNIST data. 4. For R 3 in HardTanh networks, the variance seems to be low when the weights are random, but not when trained.
Overall, we see that in some circumstances, particularly with un-trained weights, the assumption 5 is not as unreasonable as it first sounds. More importantly for the present work, comparing the three examined activation functions supports the hypothesis that, insofar as modeling the action of the ReLU activation function by independent Bernoulli random variables was valid in [Cho+15] , our analogous modelling of the action of general piece-wise linear functions by independent discrete random variables is also valid.
Statement of results
We shall use complexity to refer to any of the following defined quantities which we define precisely as they appear in [AAČ13] . Definition 3.1. For a Borel set B ⊂ R and non-negative integer k, let
where i(M ) for a square matrix M is the index of M , i.e. the number of negative eigenvalues of M . We also define the useful generalisation i ≤x (M ) to be the number of eigenvalues of M less than x, so i ≤0 (M ) = i(M ). 
We now state our main identities, which we find simpler to prove by working with h(w)
so that, recalling the form of g in (2.40), we obtain
Though the complexities have been defined using general Borel sets, as in [AAČ13] , we focus on half-infinite intervals (−∞, u), acknowledging that everything that follows could be repeated instead with general Borel sets mutatis mutandis. We will henceforth be studying the following central quantities (note the minor abuse of notation):
and it will be useful to define a relaxed version of (3.5) for K ⊂ {0, 1, . . . , N }:
Our main results take the form of two theorems that extend Theorems 2.5 and 2.8 from [AAČ13] to our more general spin-glass like object g, and a third theorem with partially extends Theorem 2.17 of [AAČ13] . In the case of Theorem 2.8, we are able to obtain exactly the same result in this generalised setting. For Theorem 2.5, we have been unable to avoid slackening the result slightly, hence the introduction of the quantity C h N,K above. In the case of Theorem 2.17, we are only able to perform the calculations of the exact leading order term in one case and obtain a term very similar to that in [AAČ13] but with an extra factor dependent on the piece-wise linear approximation to the generalised activation function. This exact term correctly falls-back to the term found in [AAČ13] when we take f = ReLU.
Theorem 3.3. Recall the definition of C h N in (3.6) and let Θ H be defined as in [AAČ13] :
H , and I 1 (·; E) is defined on (−∞, −E] as in [AAČ13] by
Theorem 3.4. Recall the definition of C h N,K in (3.7) and let Θ H,k be defined as in [AAČ13] :
and similarly with K = {0, 1}
Remark 3.5. Note that Theorem 3.4 holds for ReLU networks (equivalently, pure multi-spin glass models), as indeed it must. It can be seen as an immediate (weaker) consequence of the Theorem 2.5 in [AAČ13] of which it is an analogue in our more general setting.
(3.14)
and the constants α r for non-negative integer r as
The N − 1 × N − 1 deterministic matrix S is defined subsequently around (4.20). S has fixed rank r = 2 and non-zero eigenvalues {N
where s j = O(1). We use the notation det S r as a shorthand for the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of S (i.e. the volume element of S as a linear map restricted to the complement of its kernel). The specific form of S is rather cumbersome and uninformative and so is relegated to Appendix A. Then we have
(3.16) Remark 3.7. As in Lemma 5.1, our calculations here require only that S has fixed rank and eigenvalues of O(N −1/2 ), so we state and prove this result for more general S with any fixed rank r, but in our application r = 2 and we note α 2 ≈ 1.5119.
We include in Figures 9a and 9b plots of the functions Θ H and Θ H,k for completeness, though these figures are precisely the same as those appearing in [Cho+15; AAČ13] . The critical observation from these plots is that each of the Θ H,k and Θ H are monotonically increasing and that there exist unique E 0 > E 1 > . . . > E ∞ such that Θ H,k (−E k ) = 0 and so the critical values −E k are the boundaries between regions of exponentially many and 'exponentially few' critical points of each respective index.
GOE expressions for the complexity from Kac-Rice formulae
In this section we conduct analysis similar to that in [AAČ13] to obtain expressions for the the expected number of critical points of the function g as defined in (2.40). We start with an elementary lemma deriving the 2-point covariance function for h. Lemma 4.1. For any w, w ∈ S N −1 the following holds
Proof. Let us begin by writing
where h (2) is deterministic. Then we have
where we have used Eh (1) = 0 in going from the first to the second and the second to the third lines.
The following lemma calculates the full joint and thence conditional distribution of h and its first and second derivatives. The calculations follow closely those of [AAČ13] and the results are required for later use in a Kac-Rice formula.
Lemma 4.2. Pick some Cartesian coordinates on S H−1 and let w be the north-pole of the sphere w = (1, 0, 0, . . .).
are the coordinate basis. Then the following results hold.
(a) For all 1 ≤ i, j, k < N , h(w), h i (w), h jk (w) are Gaussian random variables whose distributions are given by
(b) Make the following definitions:
(4.13)
(4.14)
Then, conditional on h(w) = x, for x ∈ R, the random variables h ij (w) are independent Gaussians satisfying
(4.18) Or, equivalently,
where M N −1 ∼ GOE N −1 , r some vector (4.26), s is some real number (4.27), 1 N −1 is the (N − 1) × (N − 1) matrix of ones and the matrix S is given by
Proof.
(a) Becuase the X i1,...,i H are centred Gaussians and w = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0), we immediately obtain (4.4). (4.6)-(4.7) can be seen to be true similarly, e.g. (4.7) by observing that the stochastic term is again zeroed-out by taking the expectation and the only terms that survive in the non-stochastic part are of the form ∂ 
whereh := h • Φ −1 and Φ is a coordinate chart around w.
(b) (4.17), (4.18) and the conditional independence result follow from (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (4.12) and the standard result for the conditional distribution of one Gaussian under another (see e.g. [And62] Section 2.5), just as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [AAČ13] .
To show (4.19), recall that a GOE N matrix is a real symmetric random matrix M and whose entries are independent centred Gaussians with with
Hence, to show (4.19) from (4.17) and (4.18), it is sufficient to show that there exists some vector r and real number s such that
Continuing in the coordinate basis around w, we let u = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and v = (1, . . . , 1). Then
where we have set
Our next lemma establishes for use in this context a Kac-Rice fomula that will provide the first step in the computation of C h N and C h N,K . Lemma 4.3. LetF be a real-valued centred Gaussian field on S N −1 that is almost surely (a.s.) C 2 ,F be some non-random, real-valued C 2 function on S N −1 and let F :=F +F . Let A = {U α , Φ α } α∈I be a finite atlas on
) is non-degenerate for all α and for all x ∈ S N −1 and that there exist constants
Then the following holds
where p x is the density of ∇F at x and S N −1 is the usual surface measure on S N −1 . Similarly,
The proof of Lemma 4.3 shall rely heavily on a central result from [AT09] which we now state as a Theorem. For an open set A ⊂ R K for which ∂A has dimension K − 1 and a point u ∈ R N let
Assume that the following conditions are satisfied for some orthonormal frame field E:
(a) All components of φ, ∇ E φ, and ψ are a.s. continuous and have finite variances (over M).
(b) For all x ∈ M, the marginal densities p x of φ(x) (implicitly assumed to exist) are continuous at u.
(c) The conditional densities p x (·|∇ E φ(x), ψ(x)) of φ(x) given ψ(x) and ∇ E φ(x) (implicitly assumed to exist) are bounded above and continuous at u, uniformly in M.
given are continuous in a neighbourhood of 0 for z in a neighbourhood of u uniformly in M.
(e) The conditional densities p x (·|φ(x) = z) are continuous for z in a neighbourhood of u uniformly in M.
(f) The following moment condition holds
The moduli of continuity with respect to the (canonical) metric induced by g of each component of ψ, each component of φ and each ∇ Ej f i all satisfy, for any > 0
where the modulus of continuity of a real-valued function G on a metric space
where p x is the density of φ and Vol g is the volume element induced by g on M.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Following the proofs of Theorem 12.4.1 in [AT09] and Lemma 3.1 in [AAČ13], we will apply Theorem 4.4 to the choices
Then, if the conditions of Theorem 4.4 hold for these choices, we immediately obtain the result. It remains therefore to check the conditions of Theorem 4.4. Firstly, A is indeed an open subset of of R × Sym N −1×N −1 (in turn, isomorphic to some R K ) as can be easily deduced from the continuity of a matrix's eigenvalues in its entries. Condition (a) follows from the assumption ofF being a.s. C 2 andF being C 2 . Conditions (b)-(f) all follow immediately from the Gaussianity ofF . To establish condition (g), we defineω(η) andω(η) in the obvious way and note thatω is non-random. Then, becauseF is continuous, given > 0 there exists some η 0 > 0 such that for all η < η 0 ,ω(η) ≤ . Letω 0 :=ω(η 0 ) and choose some η 1 such that for all η < η 1ω (η) <ω 0 . We have ω(η) ≤ω(η) +ω(η) and so for η < η 1
and we note that −ω 0 ≥ 0 by construction.ω is the modulus of continuity for a centred Gaussian field and so the condition (g) follows from (4.37) and the assumption (4.28) by the Borell-TIS inequality [AT09] , just as in the proof of Corollary 11.2.2 in [AT09] . (4.30) is obtained in precisely the same way but simply dropping the i(H) = k condition.
Asymptotic evaluation of complexity
In this section we conduct an asymptotic analysis of the GOE expressions for the complexity found in the preceding section. We first consider the case of counting critical points without any condition of the signature of the Hessian, which turns out to be easier. We then introduce the exact signature condition on the Hessian and proceed by presenting the necessary modifications to certain parts of our arguments.
Complexity results with no Hessian signature prescription
The following lemma is a step towards a generalisation of results presented in [AAČ13] but established by entirely different means, following the supersymmetric calculations of [Noc16] .
Lemma 5.1. Let S be a rank r N × N symmetric matrix with non-zero eigenvalues
, where r = O(1) and s j = O(1). Let x < 0 and let M denote an N × N GOE matrix with respect to whose law expectations are understood to be taken. Then
L (r 1 ; x; cos 2θ cos 2θ) + 2ψ
U (r 2 ; x; cos 2θ cos 2θ)
where
and Γ is a contour bounded away from zero in C, e.g. that shown in Figure 10 below.
Proof. We begin with the useful expression for real symmetric matrices A [Fyo05]
where the limit is taken over real , and wlog > 0. We're free to deform the matrices in the numerator for the sake of symmetry in the ensuing calculations, so
For notational convenience we put
Then we express the determinants and half-integer powers of determinants as Gaussian integrals over anti-commuting and commuting variables respectively as in [Noc16] and [FN15] :
where K
(1) N = (−i) N π −N , which follows from standard facts about commuting Gaussian integrals and Berezin integration. The remainder of the calculation is very similar to that presented in [Noc16; FN15] but we present it in full to keep track of the slight differences. Let
and note that, by the cyclicity of the trace,
and so we can rewrite (5.10) as
(5.14)
We then define the Bosonic and Fermionic matrices and so with respect to the GOE law for M we certainly have
thus meaning that the 0 limit can be exchanged with a GOE expectation over M . We therefore proceed with fixed > 0 to compute the GOE expectation of ∆ .
We have the standard Gaussian Fourier transform result for matrices:
and from [Noc16] 9
so we can take the GOE average in (5.14) and obtain
(5.20) 9 Note that (4.100) in [Noc16] contains a trivial factor of 4 error that has non-trivial consequences in our calculations.
where we have defined
We can then use the transformation
πV ol(U (2)) . The Fermionic cross-term in (5.22) can be dealt with using (see [Noc16] (4.104))
where d 2 u = d u d u, and so we obtain
π . To simplify the Fermionic component of (5.24) and make apparent its form, we introduce
T 2 ) and then (5.24) reads
where the matrix M is given by
and, by analogy with (4.107) in [Noc16] , 27) where q ij are the entries ofQ F . To evaluate det M, we make repeated applications of the well-known result for block 2 × 2 matrices consisting of N × N blocks:
This process quickly results in
where we have chosen G 1 , G 2 to be solutions to
Recalling the B has rank 2 we let O B be the N × 2 matrix of the non-null eigenvectors of B and λ
1,2 be its non-null eigenvalues and use the determinantal identity found in equation (3) of [BGM12] to write
(5.31)
We would now like to apply the integral formula found in Appendix D of [FS02] to re-write the integrals over the N -dimensional vectors x 1 , x 2 as a single integral over a 2 × 2 symmetric matrix Q B . However, the integrand does not
thanks to the dependence on the eigenvectors of B in (5.31) and also in the term TrSB in (5.25). Before addressing this problem, we will continue to manipulate theQ F and u integrals along the lines of [Noc16] .
First make the change of variablesQ F ←Q F + ix + σ and x j ← √ N x j in (5.25) using (5.28) to obtain
N and now the terms G 1 , G 2 are given by the modified versions of (5.29)-(5.30):
We now diagonalise the Hermitian matrixQ F =Û diag(q 1 , q 2 )Û † in (5.32), but the term TrσQ F is not unitarily invariant, so we follow [Noc16] and introduce an explicit parametrization 11 of the unitary matrixÛ and so, integrating outφ,âlpha,β,
N and now
(5.38)
We form an Hermitian matrix
and so (5.36) is rewritten as
(5.42)
The factor of (16π 2 ) −1 comes from the change of variables (q 1 , q 2 , u,ū) → R. Indeed, clearly dq 1 dq 2 dudū = Z −1 dR for some constant Jacobian factor Z. We can most easily determine Z by integrating against a test function:
We diagonalise R = U diag(r 1 , r 2 )U † , but again the integrand in (5.40) is not unitarily invariant in R so we repeat the previous procedure using where K (7) = (2π) 3 K (6) and now
(5.46)
We can now clearly take r j = G j without loss of generality. Now recall (5.31) and note that to apply the integral formula of [FS02] we would like to take the leading order term for large N , i.e.
det (G
However, for this step to be legitimate in the sense of asymptotic expansions, we must have that the error term is uniformly small in the integration variables x 1 , x 2 , r 1 , r 2 , θ,θ. In (5.47) we have expanded in powers of N −1/2 r −1 j and so the error is manifestly uniform in x 1 , x 2 , θ,θ but clearly not uniform in r 1 , r 2 . However, note now that the integrand in (5.43) in analytic in r 1 , r 2 and so we can deform the contours of integration from (−∞, ∞) to Γ, a contour that, say, runs from −∞ along the real line to −1 and then follows the unit semi-circle in the upper half plane to 1 before continuing to ∞ along the real line. We show an example contour in Figure 10 . It is now clear that r 1 , r 2 are bounded away from 0 and so we have It now only remains to deal with the TrSB term before being able to rewrite the x 1 , x 2 integrals as a single matrix integral and then diagonalising to obtain the result. In fact, it is possible the adapt the integral formula of [FS02] for use in the case of (5.48), a result which is proved in Appendix B. We then obtain using this result (B.23): 
where p ij are the entries of the matrix Q B and
N .
We now wish to diagonalise Q B and integrate out its eigenvectors, but as before (around (5.40)) the integrand is not invariant under the action of the orthogonal group on Q B and so we instead diagonalise
but we must be careful to choose domain of integration for θ and (p 1 , p 2 ) such that the transformation is a bijection. Consider a general positive semi-definite symmetric matrix
Solving for the eigenvalues gives two choices for (p 1 , p 2 ) because of the arbitrary ordering of the eigenvalues. We want a simple product domain for the (p 1 , p 2 ) integrals and both eigenvalues are non-negative, so we choose (p 1 , p 2 ) ∈ (R ≥0 ) 2 . One can easily find that
and so we see immediately that the domain of integration of θ must be restricted to an interval of length π to obtain a bijection. But further, because of the chosen domain for (p 1 , p 2 ) the quantity (p 1 − p 2 ) takes all values in R and thus we must in fact restrict θ to, say, [0, π/2) to obtain a bijection. The Jacobian of this transformation is |p 1 − p 2 | and further 
π/2 0 dθdθ dθ ∞ 0 dp 1 dp 2 Γ dr 1 dr 2 
(5.59) and also
2 (r 1 + p 1 )(r 1 + p 2 )(r 2 + p 1 )(r 2 + p 2 ) (5.60) and then we finally rewrite (5.55) as
π/2 0 dθdθ dθ ∞ 0 dp 1 dp 2 Γ dr 1 dr 2 J 1 (p 1 , p 2 , θ ; S, N )J 2 (r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) cos 2 2θ sin 2θ sin 2θ
(+) U (r 2 ; x; cos 2θ cos 2θ)
U (p 2 ; x; cos 2θ ) .
(5.61)
We will need the asymptotic behaviour of the constant K N defined in Lemma 5.1. Lemma 5.2. As N → ∞
Proof. Using Stirling's formula for the Gamma function gives 
Proof. Combining Lemmata 4.2 and 4.3 and observing that the integrand in the Kac-Rice formula of Lemma 4.3 is spherically symmetric, we obtain , and ω N = 2π N/2 /Γ(N/2) is the surface area of the N − 1 sphere. Note that the first term in Ω N comes from the expression (4.19) and the third term from the variance expression (4.10), i.e. this is the density of ∇h evaluated at 0 as appears in Lemma 4.3. Now using Lemma 5.1 in (5.64) we obtain
, N − 1)J 2 (r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) cos 2 2θ sin 2θ sin 2θ
L (r 1 ; x; cos 2θ cos 2θ) + 2ψ where we have defined the constant
We pause now to derive the asymptotic form of c N,H . Using Stirling's formula for the Gamma function
(5.67) and so Lemma 5.2 gives
In the style of [DH02] , the multiple integral in (5.65) can be written as an expansion over saddle points and saddle points of the integrand restricted to sections of the boundary. Recalling the form of ψ
L , we see that the integrand vanishes on the boundary and so we focus on the interior saddle points. Let us define the exponent function
It is clear that the cos θ, cosθ and cos θ terms in the exponent of (5.65) do not affect the saddle point asymptotic analysis, since we take the limit → 0, and θ,θ, θ ∈ [0, π/2) and it is only the signs of the O( ) terms that are significant. Therefore, to simplify the exposition, we will suppress these terms. The (r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) components of ∇Φ are of the form
and so the only saddle in Φ restricted to those components is at
To deform the (r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) contours through this saddle, we are required to choose a branches of the functions in (5.71 -5.74). Each has branch points at ± √ 2 + i or ± √ 2 − i . Since the initial contour of x integration lies along the real line, we take the following branch cuts in the complex x plane and respective angle ranges (see Figure 11) [ It is simple to compute ψ
(5.82)
Let us consider x still restricted to the real line. We are free to restrict to > 0 and then x ± i lies just above (below) the real line. For x < − √ 2 the angle from all four branch points is π and so we obtain
U , x; = 3 2 1 + x 2 + log 2 + 3 2 log 2 − 1 2
However for − √ x < x < √ 2 the angles about the branch points are π, π, 2π, 0 in the order of (5.75-5.78). It follows that the square root terms in both of ψ
U ) have opposite signs and so
Finally, the above reasoning can be trivially extended to x > √ 2 to obtain
It is apparent from (5.83) 12 , (5.84) and (5.85) that the branch choice (5.75-5.78) and deforming through each of the saddles of in (r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) gives a contour of steepest descent in x with the critical point being at x = 0.
We are thus able to write down the leading order asymptotics for (5.65) for all real u coming either from the end-point x = √ 2u/E ∞ or the critical point x = 0. We begin with u < −E ∞ by using (5.83):
since by (5.68)
For −E ∞ ≤ u < 0 we use (5.84):
since 3 2 log(−1) = log (−1) 1/2 = log i. Finally, for u ≥ 0 the leading contribution comes from the critical point, so
We are in-fact able to obtain the exact leading order term in the expansion of EC 
and the constants α r for non-negative integer r as The N − 1 × N − 1 deterministic matrix S is defined subsequently around (4.20). S has fixed rank r = 2 and non-zero eigenvalues {N
(3.16) 12 Note that I1(x; √ 2) is monotonically decreasing on (−∞, − √ 2].
Proof. We begin by deriving an alternative form for h.
This proof now proceeds like that of Theorem 3.3 except that we are required to keep track of the exact factors in (5.65) and evaluate the O(1) integrals arising from the saddle point approximation. First note that (using primes to denote z derivatives)
and so we abbreviate ψ (±) U,L = ψ . We get the following useful relation (now letting → 0 implicitly for simplicity of exposition)
where, using our branch choice shown in Figure 11 , for x < − √ 2 the saddle points are
We recall the central expression (5.65) from the proof of Theorem 3.3:
and we recall the expressions for J 1 , J 2 from Lemma 5.1:
We begin by evaluating J 1 to leading order at the saddle points:
We see that J 2 (z (+) , z (+) , z (−) , z (−) ) = 0 and so we are required to expand J 2 in the region of
Following standard steepest descents practice, the integration variables r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 are replaced by scaled variables in the region of the saddle point, i.e.
and so J 2 (r 1 , r 2 , p 1 , p 2 ) = (N − 1)
Piecing these components together gives J 2 J 1 dr 1 dr 2 dp 1 dp 2 = (N − 1)
Recalling the expression (5.90), we can then write J 2 J 1 dr 1 dr 2 dp 1 dp 2 = 2
and so using (5.68), we obtain
π/2 0 dθdθ cos 2 2θ sin 2θ sin 2θ
where we have defined the integrals
and ∆ is the Vandermonde determinant. Recall that, as in Theorem 3.3, the x integration contour in (5.100) is a steepest descent contour and so the leading order term comes from the end point. Now
and so 
and similarly
For convenience define
(5.106) however we are not currently able to evaluate T r analytically, but it is clearly well-suited to numerical quadrature. We introduce the re-scaled T r = π 2 α r ; some values of α r are given in Table 1 . Collating our results:
. resulting from the Laplace approximation integrals over the scaled variables. If we take −E ∞ < u < 0, say, then z
= 0 and so it is the terms (r 1 + p 2 ), (r 2 + p 1 ) that vanish at the saddle point rather than |r 1 − r 2 | 4 and |p 1 − p 2 |. It follows that the terms
are replaced by the integrals
It is therefore necessary to keep terms to at least the first sub-leading order in the expansion of J 1 J 2 around the saddle point, however we cannot do this owing the presence of the o(1) term in the constant c N,H as defined in (5.66) which we cannot evaluate. Remark 5.4. Note that setting r = 0 in (5.107) recovers the expression in part (a) of Theorem 2.17 in [AAČ13] , where det S 0 is the product of the non-zero eigenvalues of the zero-matrix, viz. an empty product which by convention is unity.
Remark 5.5. The function h(v) shows up in [AAČ13] in the asymptotic evaluation of Hermite polynomials but arises here by an entirely different route.
Complexity results with prescribed Hessian signature
The next theorem again builds on Lemma 5.1 to prove a generalisation of Theorem 2.5 from [AAČ13] . In fact, we will need a modified version of Lemma 5.1 which we now prove.
Lemma 5.6. Let S be a rank 2 N × N symmetric matrix with non-zero eigenvalues {N −1/2 s j } 2 j=1 , where and s j = O(1). Let x < − √ 2 and let M denote an N × N GOE matrix with respect to whose law expectations are understood to be taken. Then
L (r 1 ; x; cos 2θ cosθ) + 2ψ
where the functions J 1 , J 2 , the constant K N and the functions ψ
U,L are defined as in Lemma 5.1, and the υ L , υ U are some constant independent of N .
Proof. This proof is largely the same as that of Lemma 5.1. The first difference arises at (5.18), where we are required to compute E
(5.111)
As will become apparent towards the end of this proof, we do not know how to maintain the exact equality constraint 13 on index when S = 0, hence the slightly relaxed results that we are proving, however we will proceed by performing the calculation for S = 0 and then show that S can be reintroduced one eigendirection at a time. As in the proof of Theorem A.1 in [AAČ13], we split this expectation by fixing a bound, R, for the largest eigenvalue, i.e.
(5.112) We will focus initially on the first expectation on the RHS of (5.112) and deal with the second term later. Let us abbreviate the notation using
Recall that A has finite rank and note that A is symmetric without loss of generality, since
and hence A = diag(a 1 , . . . , a r A , 0 . . . , 0) without loss of generality. We begin by factorising the symmetric matrix M in the GOE integral: where µ E is the un-normalised joint density of ordered GOE eigenvalues, µ Haar is the Haar measure on the orthogonal group O(N ), o j are the rows of the orthogonal matrix O and Z N is normalisation for the ordered GOE eigenvalues given by the Selberg integral:
Much like the proof of Theorem A.1 in [AAČ13] , we proceed by splitting the eigenvalues in (5.114) to enforce the constraint given by the indicator function:
is the normalised joint density of un-ordered GOE eigenvalues. We will first need to deal with the Itzykson-Zuber integral in (5.116) before dealing with the eigenvalue integrals. We follow [G+05] , in particular the proof of Theorem 7 therein. We have the well-known result (Fact 8 in [G+05] ) that in the sense of distributions 
and we will now seek to replace theg j with g j via appropriate approximations. Introduce the event
j=1 the complementary event has low probability:
where α, C(υ) > 0 and we take 0 < υ < 1 2 to make this statement meaningful. This enables us to write
(5.121) Again, directly from [G+05] , given B N (υ) we have
and therefore
We see therefore that, in approximating the {g j } j by {g j } j in (5.121) we introduce an error term in the exponential that is uniformly small in the integration variables {g j } j . Combining (5.121), (5.123) and (5.124) and noting that ||Λ|| ∞ = R N ∼ R under the eigenvalue integral in (5.116) gives
where we have definedμ
(5.126)
Following [AAČ13] , we now introduce the following function
and so and then (5.116) and (5.125) can be rewritten as
We now appeal to the Coulomb gas method [CFV16] and in particular the formulation found in [Maj+11] . We replace the joint integral of N − k eigenvalues in (5.128) with a functional integral over the continuum eigenvalues density:
where the action is defined as
where θ is the Heaviside step function, Ω is the constant resulting from the normalisation of the eigenvalue joint density and A 1 , A 2 are Lagrange multipliers.
Owing to the N 2 rate in (5.129), the integral concentrates around the minimiser of the action. Since x < − √ 2 and we have chosen R > |x|, it is clear following [Maj+11] that the semi-circle law µ SC (z) = π −1 √ 2 − z 2 minimises this action and further that S x [µ SC ] = 0, so we have
where δ = O(N −1 ) and c δ > 0 is some constant. Performing the usual Laplace method expansion of the action in (5.131) and re-scaling the first non-vanishing derivative to be O(1), it is clear that the action only contributes a real factor of O(1) that is independent of the dummy integration variables x 1 , x 2 , ζ 1 , ζ † 1 , ζ 2 , ζ † 2 and the other eigenvalues λ 1 , . . . , λ k and can therefore be safely summarised as O(1). Whence
Now elementary calculations give, noting that the integrand is uniformly convergent in N owing to the compact support of µ SC ,
where we have implicitly assumed that the spectral radius ||A|| ∞ N . This constraint can be introduced by restricting the domains of integration for x 1 and x 2 in the anaologue of (5.14) from all of R N to balls of radius o( √ N ). It is a standard result for Gaussian integrals that this can be achieved at the cost of an exponentially smaller term. Summarising (5.128), (5.129), (5.132) and (5.133):
where in the second equality we have Taylor expanded the remaining logarithm and summarised the result with another factor of (1 + O(N −1 )||A|| ∞ ).
We now wish to follow the proof of Theorem A.1 in [AAČ13] and use
with bound (5.134), however the expectation on the left hand side of (5.134) is not necessarily real. We do however know that the O(1) term in (5.134) is real to leading order and so we can write
and thence focus on bounding the real part of the expectation to obtain
where we have exchanged O(1) terms for some appropriate constant K. Continuing to bound (5.136):
where we have used the same result as used around (A.18) in [AAČ13] to take the supremum.
Recalling (5.112), we can now use (5.137) and the GOE large deviation principle [ADG01] as in [AAČ13] to obtain
We now seek to obtain a complementary lower bound and again follow [AAČ13] in choosing some y and R such that y < x < R < − √ 2. We then, following a similar procedure as above, find
and taking y x we obtain the complement to (5.138):
Next we need the asymptotic beahviour of the Selberg term in (5.138) and (5.140)
The term T N,k appears in [AAČ13] (defined in A.13) and it is shown there that
and it is simple to show that
(5.144) and so we have overall
So absorbing any O(1) terms into constants K L and K U we have . Recalling the definition of S around (4.20), we see that at least one of s 1 , s 2 is positive, so without loss of generality s 1 > 0, whereas s 2 can take either sign. Let us suppose s 2 > 0. By the interlacing property of eigenvalues, we have
Therefore we have
and so (5.146) gives
(5.149) We can then extend to S likewise by observing that interlacing gives
(5.150) and iterating using (5.148) yields
and (5.146) then gives
If instead s 2 < 0, then one of the applications of interlacing will be in the reverse order, but the conclusion of (5.152) will be unchanged. Finally using (5.135) in the analogue of (5.10)
From this point on, the proof proceeds, mutatis mutandis, as that for Lemma 5.1 but applied to the upper and lower bounds on (5.156) obtained from (5.152). The final range of integration for p 1 and p 2 will be some intervals (0, o(1)) owing to the change of variables used around (5.32), but this does not affect the ensuing asymptotics in which the p 1 , p 2 integration contours are deformed through the saddle point at z We have established all we need to prove Theorem 3.4.
Proof. First consider u < −E ∞ . The proof proceeds just as that of Theorem 3.3 but applying Lemma 5.6 instead of Lemma 5.1 and working identically on the upper and lower bounds from Lemma 5.6. Now consider u > −E ∞ . By the interlacing property as used around (5.147), i ≤x (M ) and i ≤x (M + S) differ by no more than 2. Hence Table 2 : Illustration of the banded low-index local optima structure obtained here for neural networks with general activation functions and compared to the analogous results in [Cho+15] . but for 0 > x > − √ 2, and M ∼ GOE N , the large deviation principle for the GOE [AG97] gives
(5.158) for some constant c, hence the x integral analogous to (5.65) is exponentially suppressed with quadratic speed in N for x > − √ 2. But we have already seen that the integral is only suppressed with linear speed in N for x < − √ 2, and further that Θ H,k (u) is increasing on (−∞, −E ∞ ) and so, by the Laplace principle, the leading order contribution is from around x = − √ 2 and so
for u > −E ∞ , which completes the proof.
Remark 5.8. We are clearly unable to provide an exact leading term for C 
Conclusions and future work
The interpretation of the results we have presented here is largely the same as that first given in [Cho+15] , namely that the local optima of the the neural network loss surface are arranged so that, above a critical value − √ N E ∞ , it is overwhelmingly likely that gradient descent will encounter high-index optima and so 'escape' and descend to lower loss. Below − √ N E ∞ , the low-index optima are arranged in a 'banded' structure, however, due to the imprecision of Theorem 3.4, the bands are slightly blurred when compared with [Cho+15] . We display the differences in Table 2 .
While the modelling assumptions first introduced in [Cho+15] and used again here are certainly not without fault, we believe that this work further supports the case that spin-glass like objects are good proxies for studying the behaviour of gradient descent in large neural networks. Indeed we have demonstrated that the results of [Cho+15] can be carried over almost unchanged (and certainly unchanged in any important respect) from the specific ReLU network case considered there to much more general activation functions. If this were not the case, it would strongly suggest that the similarity between the spin-glass results of [Cho+15] and neural network phenomenology are coincidental, since in practice ReLU networks are not unique in this respect.
In the pursuit of our aims, we have been forced to approximately reproduce the work of [AAČ13] by means of the supersymmetric method of random matrix theory, which we believe is quite novel and have also demonstrated how various steps in these supersymmetric calculations can be adapated to the setting of a GOE matrix deformed by some low-rank fixed matrix including utilising Gaussian approximations to orthogonal matrix in ways we have seen in the literature.
As highlighted in the main text, there are a few areas for future work that stem immediately from our calculations. We list them here along with other possibilities.
1. Constructing an appropriate indicator function (or approximate indicator function) for the index of a matrix so that Theorem 3.4 can be precised and to obtain exact leading order terms for C h N,k that could not be obtained in [AAČ13] (see Remark 5.3).
2. The 'path-independence' assumption (Section 2.1, assumption 5) is the weakest link in this work (and that of [Cho+15] ) and we have shed further light on its validity through experimentation (Section 2.4). The supersymmetric calculations used here have shown themselves to be powerful and quite adaptable. We therefore suggest that it may be possible to somehow encapsulate the failure of assumption 5 is a first-order correlation term and repeat the presented analysis in an expansion when this term is small. 3. Further, this work and others mentioned in the introduction have shown that studying spin-glass like objects in this context is a fruitful area of research and so we would like to study more exotic glassy objects inspired by different neural network architectures and applications and hope to be able to adapt the calculations presented here to such new scenarios.
A Specific expression for the low-rank perturbation matrix
The the rank-2 N − 1 × N − 1 matrix S arises throughout the course of Sections 2 and 3 and Lemma 4.2. The specific value of S is not required at any point during our calculations and, even though its eigenvalues appear in the result of Theorem 3.6, it is not apparent that explicit expressions for its eigenvalues would affect the practical implications of the theorem. These considerations notwithstanding, in this supplementary section we collate all the expressions involved in the development of S from the modeling of the activation function in Section 2 through to Lemma 4. 
B Low rank perturbation of a matrix identity
In this section we establish a modified version of Theorem I from [FS02] We can now follow [G+05] , in particular the proof of Theorem 7 therein. We have the well-known result (Fact 8 in [G+05] ) that in the sense of distributions N for all j = 1, . . . , N and so we do not, as it stands, have uniformly small error terms. We can circumvent this by introducing the following event for 0 < η < 
C Experimental details
In this section we give further details of the experiments presented in Section 2.4.
The MLP architecture used consists of hidden layers of sizes 1000, 1000, 500, 250. The CNN architecture used is a standard LeNet style architecture: 12. Dropout. 13. Fully connected to size 10.
The activation functions used were the ubiquitous ReLU defined by
ReLU(x) = max(0, x), (C 
